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ICT Acceptable Use Policy 
Teachers and Support Staff 

 
1. Introduction 

 
As use of the internet by employees becomes more widespread, for the protection of 
the school, the students and the employees it is necessary to set out some 
guidelines for internet use.  Employees should read these guidelines carefully.  
Abuse of the internet may lead to disciplinary action being taken. 
 
The use of electronic communication and information retrieval is no more than the 
addition of another medium.  The same behavioural and professional standards are 
expected of employees as are the case with traditional written communications, the 
telephone and face to face meetings. 
 
The internet as a resource is constantly changing.  These guidelines will be updated 
in the light of experience and developments of the internet itself. 

 
2. Acceptable Uses 

 
As a general principal, internet access is provided to employees to support work 
related activities.  The following list is not intended to be a definitive list, but sets out 
broad areas of use that the school considers to be acceptable of the internet: 
 

 To provide communication within the school via email or the school website. 
 To provide communication with other schools and organisations for 

educational purposes. 
 To distribute electronic copies of the weekly bulletin. 
 To distribute details regarding school meetings. 
 Any other use that directly supports work related functions. 
 

3. Unacceptable Uses 
 
The following uses will be regarded as not acceptable: 
 

 Illegal or malicious use, including downloading or transmitting of copyright 
material. 

 Use for racial, sexual, homophobic or other harassment. 
 Use of non-educational games. 
 To access pornographic, obscene or illegal material. 
 To solicit personal information with the intent of using such information to 

cause emotional or physical harm. 
 To disrupt the work of other users.  This includes the propagation of computer 

viruses and use of the internet. 
 To make unauthorised entry to any other internet resource. 
 Use for personal or private business purposes. 
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 Entering into a commitment on behalf of the school (unless you have explicit 
permission to do this). 

 
4. Netiquette 

 
The following general principles should be adopted: 
 

 Be polite.  Do not be abusive in messages to others. 
 Use appropriate language.  Remember that you are a representative of the 

school and that you are using a non-private network. 
 Do not disrupt the use of the internet by other users: eg. downloading large 

files during lesson times and other high volume activities. 
 

5. Email 
 

 Whenever email is sent, the sender’s name, job title, email address, 
disclaimer and the school’s name must be included. 

 Every user is responsible for all mail originating from their user ID (email 
address). 

 Forgery or attempted forgery of electronic mail is prohibited. 
 Attempts to read, delete, copy or modify the email of other users are 

prohibited. 
 Attempts to send junk mail and chain letters are prohibited. 
 If you receive email from outside the school that you consider to be offensive 

or harassing, speak to Assistant Headteacher (Personnel) or Assistant 
Headteacher (Pastoral)  

  Staff should not access their emails from the classroom during lesson time, 
unless to make contact with others in an emergency or to retrieve teaching 
materials 

 You should be aware that, in the event of the school being involved in legal 
proceedings, any relevant emails (including internal email) may have to be 
disclosed, on the same basis as is the case for written documents. 

  
6. Disciplinary Action  

 
Disciplinary action may be taken against employees who contravene these 
guidelines, in accordance with the school’s disciplinary procedures. 
 

7. Advice 
 
If you require any advice on the use of these guidelines, please contact the Assistant 
Headteacher, Personnel (Steve Price). 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 
I have read and agree to abide by the rules stated in the ICT Acceptable Use Policy.  
I understand the consequences if I do not. 
 
Name:  …………………………….………….……… Job Title:  ………………………… 
 
 
Signed:  ………………………………………………. Date:  ……………………………...  


